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Learn Secrets about Men And The Traps Women Fall Into That Most Women Will Never Know It's

time to take back your power!Most women are very surprised when a man becomes distant, when

they find out he wasnâ€™t as interested as he seemed, or worse, when everything he said turns out

to be a blatant lie.Nothing hurts more than getting that gut-level feeling that says he doesn't love you

anymore.It's time to learn about the traps most women fall into that take away their power.Here is

some of what you'll learn when you'll start reading this book:- How women give away their power

(and don't even realize it) - The important test you should never fail in any relationship- Why you

should not be focusing on your beauty (or lack thereof) - Your most important bargaining chip (what

it is and how to use it, most women don't think of this)- Not behaving or feeling like a high value

womanand what to do instead to take your power back- Opposites Attract, or do they?- â€œThe

Oneâ€•. Is he the one? And why would this be a trap?- The Wrong Man (and what to do about it)-

The MANipulator(and how to avoid being manipulated by any man)- A Subject to Avoid (when a

woman talks about this subject, a man can't help it and will loose interest in her)- A trick to see if

he's REALLY interested in you- Jealousy. When to use it and how to deal with it.- The Ex. Is she

dangerous?- Your Looks. How to use them...and how to never use them (this is a trap many women

step into).- The Overlapping Circles: the secret to a happy long-term relationship- How important are

his friends to the relationship YOU have with him?- and more!Read this book to avoid much of the

heart-ache that comes with finding and keeping the right guy.You can get started by clicking on the

Buy Now button at the top of this page.Good luck!Brian
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Iâ€™m a 36 year old woman and I can honestly say Iâ€™m having trouble finding the right man. I

find it hard to get past the first couple of dates and even when I get â€˜luckyâ€™ and have a

relationship, it fails.I noticed the same story always unfolds, regardless of who Iâ€™m with. So I

figured it must be me. I must be doing something wrong.Thatâ€™s when I found and bought the

book â€œ21 Trapsâ€•.What an eye opener!It was me! I was stepping into the attraction-killing traps

Brian mentions.I was aware of some of the traps but have to admit that knowledge didnâ€™t prevent

me from stepping into them time and time again. What I liked about Brianâ€™sâ€™ book is that he

explains â€œhow to not fall into any of the trapsâ€•. I like the strategies he gives and have already

tested a couple of them to great success.I can now see why my past relationships failed. Each and

every time at least 3 or more of the traps were present. That cannot be an accident.Thank you

Brian, I can see clearly now. Thanks for giving me back my power.I wonâ€™t make these mistakes

again!Jolene

I don't know about anyone else but I definitely wasn't an expert at dating and relationships out of the

gate. I made so many mistakes, dated so many losers, and had my heart broken so many times

over the years that I should write my own book. It would be pretty depressing though so, instead I

would recommend that anyone who wants to short-cut the heartache read author Brian

Keephimattracted's "21 Traps You Need to Avoid in Dating & Relationships."No joke - this is a list of

twenty-one things and each chapter (one for each) is filled with some solid gold information that is

sure to keep you on the path to finding the right person. As women, we have a tendency to play way

too much towards the opposite sex, either dressing only to please them, going only to the places

that they want to go, not being ourselves, or a myriad of other behaviors that aren't going to serve

us long term. This is a difficult thing to get away from, some never do, and the author spends a lot of

time instructing women to be themselves and to stop giving away their power. There are some other

great tips in here as well that deal with things such as ex's, jealousy, and much more.This is a

fantastic read that I would recommend to both men and women who want to find true happiness in a



relationship. I loved the stories that were woven throughout as illustrations of certain behaviors and

found this to be a very worthwhile and well written read.

After being widowed for two years I reentered the dating scene. I had been married for 15 years.

Once I was out there it was a rude awakening. So much has changed in the dynamics of dating as

well as throwing all the technology and dating services into the mix. Needless to say, it was very

daunting. I haven't had the most pleasant experiences. I found this book to be an amazing tool. It

has helped me to brush up on my dating skills and recognize what I should and should not be

tolerating, despite the changing times. Don't settle for less! Read this book! From a writing

standpoint, as a fellow Author, it is very well written and easy to understand.JC Szot

Wow I love this book! I only wished it was out there when I was in the dating scene for the second

time, it would of made my life so much easier. The author Keephimattracted really pointed out some

really good views on picking the right person. Such as the do's and don't many people make while

looking for the one. If I was in the dating world I would definitely find this book very helpful. I am

going to for sure share this book with both of my daughters.

This book is very empowering...it has helped me to communicate in the right way, what I am

expecting out of a relationship. Sincerely wish I had found this book earlier. Also makes you feel ok

if you have to walk away, that it is alright to have expectations and if the person in your life cannot

be what you need, cannot give you what you need, a real relationship, security, the steps you need

to take to back away and find someone that is willing to give/ be what you need. Helps to give you

confidence in your search for the relationship you are looking for.

I liked the book and learned a lot. I wish I practiced more of these behaviors to see if my last

boyfriend would have stuck around :( I recommend this book to all women to understand what we

can do to weed out the bad guys from the good ones, when to speak up, and to have your own

life/hobbies. No one is perfect-- but why stay in a relationship with a guy who doesn't meet your

standards or who disrespects you? If a guy doesn't love and respect you consistently and is not

SHOWING YOU (or stopped) try to understand why, trust your gut, and decide what's best for you.

I'm recently divorced. So I'm trying to perfect my dating skills. I usually do well on my own from trial

& error but I want to find the right person and remarry in a certain amount of time so I've started



reading relationship books to perfect this game! This one is extremely helpful. I'm even going to let

my daughter read this one to help her navigate high school and boys better! I wish I had an early

start at knowing the do's and don'ts so I'm going to prepare my girls!
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